The Young Democrats of Massachusetts Democratic Primary
Endorsement Questionnaire

Welcome candidates,
Firstly, thank you profusely for taking the time to engage with our organization, we value all and singular our Democratic elected
officials and candidates who demonstrate their commitment to young people by taking the time to seek our endorsement. A bit
about who we are, the Young Democrats of Massachusetts (YDMA) has been the official young wing of the Massachusetts
Democratic Party since 1995, composed of registered Democrats in Massachusetts under the age of 36. YDMA is also the official
chartered unit of the Young Democrats of America (YDA) for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. We help our endorsed
candidates running for office by providing digital, structural, and grassroots on-the-ground campaign support.
We use this questionnaire to inform our view of candidates, their background and positions. There are no leading questions; we are
seeking your honest and straightforward views, and not trying to elicit any particular response. We may request candidates meet
with our Political Committee after submission of this questionnaire, especially in races where multiple candidates have applied for
our endorsement.
If you are a candidate for local office or for State House and Senate and have already answered these questions through a local
chapter's endorsement process, then you do not need to submit them again in this document, they are sent to us
automatically. Depending on the office you are seeking, there may be office-specific questions pertaining to the specific obligations
of that position. One note on our word counts, they are strict upper limits, not suggestions, and candidates are by no means
expected to approach the word limit on all questions. There are three sections to this questionnaire, the first is basic information
about the candidate, the second is general governing philosophy questions for all candidates, and the third is be office-specific
questions relating to the powers and duties of the office you are seeking.
If you have any questions about our endorsement process, or if you encounter any difficulties please contact vppolitical@ydma.org for assistance.
Kind regards,
Jack Perenick
YDMA Vice President, Political Affairs
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Basic Candidate Information
What is your full legal name, as it will appear on the ballot? *
Tommy Vitolo

What is your preferred 9rst name?
Tommy

In what formal municipality do you reside? *
Brookline

What neighborhood or village do you consider to be your residence? *
North Brookline

On what date is the primary or preliminary election, if applicable?
2022-09-06
📅
On what date is the general election for your race? *
2022-11-08
📅
Political Party A@liation * 🛈
☑ I affirm that I am a registered Democrat in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Do you have an o@cial campaign website?
www.tommyvitolo.com

Do you have a campaign Twitter account?
@TommyVitolo

Do you have a campaign Instagram account?
@tommyvitolo

In the last month, how much have raised in campaign contributions? (Including data not yet reported to
OCPF)
~$10k

If you have a campaign manager, what is their name?
Phillip Dragone

What is your campaign's primary email contact? *
phillipdragone@gmail.com

What phone number is the best to use to contact the campaign? *
617.872.8921
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Civic Philosophy Questions
Why are you running for o@ce? Why have you chosen to run for this particular o@ce and not another? *
Serving as our voice in the Massachusetts House of Representatives these past four years has been
the greatest honor of my life. I’ve fought for equity, education, and the environment. I’ve worked to
pass signiRcant legislation to expand reproductive health care access including abortions, to reform
policing in Massachusetts, to invest in underfunded schools, and to expand Massachusetts'
leadership on green energy.
But there is more work to do. There is more work to do converting good, Democratic policies into law.
There is more work to do serving my community, and every constituent in it. And there is more work to
do promoting the Democratic Party -- in words and in actions.

112/200 words

What involvement have you had with the Democratic Party? How have you supported other Democrats in
your personal capacity? *
* I've attended every Democratic State Convention since Deval Patrick's nominating convention in
2006.
* I've been an elected member of the Brookline Democratic Town Committee since 2008.
* I've canvassed, phone banked, and donated to the following candidates and issues:
John Kerry for President2004
Deval Patrick for Governor2006, 2010
Barack Obama for President2008, 2012
Elizabeth Warren for Senator2012, 2018
Bottle Bill Ballot Question2014
Frank Smizik for State Rep2016
Hillary Clinton for President2016
Fair Share Signature Gathering2018
Gender ID Ballot Question2018
Jay Gonzalez for Governor2018

133/200 words

What policy issues are the most important to your campaign, and what community groups are you a part
of? *
I focus my energy on equity, education, and the environment. Relative to the Commonwealth, my
community skews progressive, well-educated, and wealthy. We also skew urban, with respect to
housing (more renters than owners, most people live in multi-unit housing) and transportation
(substantially fewer cars than adults).
I remain active in the Democratic Town Committee and non-political groups including the Elks, Saint
Mary's Church, and the Pierce School PTO. As a state representative, I also serve on Brookline's Town
Meeting. I had to resign from a number of boards and committees, because remaining on them would
preclude those organizations from some forms of state funding.
I am actively involved in the communities surrounding a number of organizations, including the
Brookline Senior Center, the Brookline Teen Center, Brookline GreenSpace Alliance, the Coolidge
Corner Theatre, the Brookline Chamber of Commerce, Brookline Rotary, Brookline VFW/AL, Girl
Scouts, Boy Scouts, and at least a dozen congregations of varying faiths.

154/250 words

How will the o@ce you are seeking help you to achieve progress on the issues you stated above? *
The most effective way to help many people lead safer, healthier, more productive, and more
enjoyable lives is to improve the law.
You can work to help people or make decisions one at a time, and that work is really important. I did
that work in my last job, and I'd love to tell you about it in a box with more than a 150 word limit.
What I learned is that if you want to help many people, or help make many decisions, it's more
edcient to simply change the rules, the regulations, the law. With better laws, we can more effectively
Rght childhood hunger, ensure adequate health care, educate all children and adults, transport people
(and pets!) to where they need to go, clean the air and water.
I want to continue working as a state representative because better laws are needed.

144/150 words

If elected, how will your policies support young people in the state and how will you seek to involve
young people in civic life? *
Policies: I'm working to reduce the cost of higher ed, directly through public higher ed, with price
pressure helping to keep down costs of private schools too. The MBTA (and RTAs) allow young
people geographic access at lower costs than auto ownership, and I'm a champion for mass transit
(and bike and ped). Expanding technology into government to expand access and improve results Rts
well with younger people. Young adults "get" equality and equity in ways older folks just don't quite; I'll
never stop Rghting for civil rights for all. Housing is important for everyone; most people moving into
housing (rent or buy) are young people, and I will continue to work to create market rate and
subsidized housing where people want to live -- particularly in denser, more urban areas where carfree is a pleasure, not a challenge.

139/200 words

In what area could YDMA best assist your campaign? (phone/text banking, fundraising, canvassing,
social media promotion, etc) (Please list, or provide a brief detailing of the methods.) *
Reaching out to voters -- phone/text, canvassing. I've been knocking speciRcally on doors for 18-21
year old voters. Some haven't thought much about politics, some have sharp opinions. They all have
high (and fair!) expectations for government. I could imagine YDMA helping to connect directly with
younger voters.

48/50 words

Have you been involved with YMDA before? How do you plan to stay involved with YDMA after this
race? *
Really only in passing at conventions, or with a friend. I was active in the BU College Democrats (and
was in school until I was 30!).
I'd like to be involved with YDMA social events. I think that they would allow for small conversations
where YDMA members could ask me about what's happening and why, and I could hear directly from
members about what's important to them, why, and how to talk about it.
I'm the state rep for everyone in the 15th Norfolk, whether or not they know me or they vote. To
represent everyone, I've got to hear from everyone. Older adults have no trouble letting me know their
opinions; I don't hear as much from folks under 35 -- and I have a signiRcantly larger number of 21-35
year olds than most districts.

136/200 words

Which o@ce are you seeking? *
⚫ State House OR State Senate
⚪ County or Municipal Office
⚪ Governor's Council
⚪ Governor
⚪ Lieutenant Governor
⚪ Attorney General
⚪ Secretary of the Commonwealth
⚪ Treasurer and Receiver-General
⚪ Auditor
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Governor
For candidates for Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, if you have a directly relevant policy position or answer
already produced in another location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather than
producing a new one here. Please reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

What existing executive branch policies would you consider most important to reverse or revamp upon
entering o@ce? *

0/200 words

What bill—or line item—that was vetoed in the last eight years would you have decided to sign instead?
Why was this bill (or line item) important to you? *

0/200 words

Last year the legislature passed Senate Bill 9 (An Act Creating a Next Generation Roadmap for
Massachusetts Climate Policy) which established new decarbonization and emissions goals. How will
your administration, through EEA, enforce the provisions of this law to ensure its air quality and
environmental justice requirements are upheld? *

0/200 words

In the selection of your cabinet o@cials, what experience, education, and quali9cations will you seek
out? *

0/200 words

Judges in Massachusetts can serve until the age of 70, allowing appointments of the Governor to have
effects which last generations. What quali9cations, legal history, and character do you consider
important in selecting a nominee. *

0/200 words

Do you support the independent process of the Governor's Council to review and approve nominees for
judicial o@ce? *

0/200 words

The Constitution of the Commonwealth allows the Governor to, rather than sign or veto a bill, return it to
the legislature with amendments, how would you use this constructively to work with the legislature to
shape bills? *

0/200 words

How will you as Governor continue to guide the Commonwealth out of the pandemic and provide federal
recovery funds to the citizens of Massachusetts? *

0/200 words
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Lieutenant Governor
For candidates for Lieutenant Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, if you have a directly relevant policy position or
answer already produced in another location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather
than producing a new one here. Please reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

How will you act as a partner to the elected Governor, as both a running mate and as a governing
partner? *

0/200 words

Frequently, the Lieutenant Governor has a dedicated role in working with local government across the
commonwealth, how will you ensure that every region is served by the administration? *

0/200 words

With respect to the role of Lieutenant Governor, do you feel the current method of election—where Lt.
Governor candidates run separately in the primary, but together in the general—is proper, if not what
method would you propose? *

0/200 words

The duties conferred to each Lieutenant Governor vary slightly, what areas of the executive branch are
you most interested in overseeing? What councils would you consider chairing? (either existing or
proposed) *

0/200 words
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Attorney General
For candidates for Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, if you have a directly relevant policy position or
answer already produced in another location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather
than producing a new one here. Please reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

The only requirements prescribed by the constitution of the commonwealth to be Attorney General are
that such candidate must be: over the age of 18, a resident of Massachusetts for 5 years, and a member
of the MA Bar; however, almost all Attorneys General have had experience as a legislator or as a
prosecutor. How has your experience informed and prepared you to be Attorney General of
Massachusetts? *

0/200 words

What qualities, legal quali9cations, and prior experience would you look for in selecting the First
Assistant Attorney General? *

0/200 words

What policy enforcement decisions will you make to ensure consumer protection is held to a high
standard, and those who commit fraud are appropriately prosecuted? *

0/200 words

In addition to being a legal o@cial, the AG must also make decisions around budgeting and sta@ng.
What budgeting priorities would you make central to your time in o@ce? *

0/200 words
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Secretary of the Commonwealth
No office-specific questions are listed, please submit this form and the Vice President for Political Affairs will contact you for
further information.
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State Treasurer and Receiver-General
No office-specific questions are listed, please submit this form and the Vice President for Political Affairs will contact you for
further information.
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State Auditor
For candidates for State Auditor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, if you have a directly relevant policy position or answer
already produced in another location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather than
producing a new one here. Please reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

The State Auditors o@ce failed its 9rst peer review in 2011, but since then has risen and in 2014
received the highest possible rating from the National State Auditors Association. How will you ensure
that this standard is upheld, and what speci9c elements of the government auditing standards
curriculum still needs attention? *

0/200 words

Occasionally, the state Auditor suggests legislative 9xes to the department’s structure or advances an
o@ce goal requiring legislative action through the state legislature. What legislative actions do you
intend to suggest, and how will you work to secure buy-in in the legislature? *

0/200 words

The tragic loss of life that occurred at the Holyoke Soldiers’ Home in 2020—where independent
observers have noted other privately run homes avoided the spread of COVID-19 much more effectively
—has already seen an investigation launched by the State House. How will an independent investigation
by the State Auditor’s O@ce provide more insight into this tragedy? *

0/200 words

What role does the State Auditor’s O@ce have in avoiding future abuses of taxpayers’ money and
government resources; what actions will you take to discourage future waste and abuse? *

0/200 words
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Massachusetts House of Representatives and Senate
For candidates for State House or State Senate, if you have a directly relevant policy position or answer already produced in
another location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather than producing a new one
here. Please reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

Are you a candidate for the House of Representatives or Senate? *
⚫ House of Representatives
⚪ Senate

What is your district number? *
The Fifteenth Norfolk District
4/200 words

What is your opinion on the current revenue and taxation levels in the Commonwealth? What speci9c
provisions of the tax code do you believe are in need of modi9cation? Do you support the Fair Share
Constitutional Amendment that will be on the ballot in 2022? *
Revenue is exceeding expectations. But needs continue to grow. I think we can tweak the tax code to
be more progressive at the state level. Expand EITC, deductions for children, rental deductions. I have
a bill to expand tax deductions for mass transit and commuting by bicycle. We could do better with
corporate taxation -- GILTI, corporate fees, etc.
I canvassed to get Fair Share on the ballot, and have voted for it twice in Constitutional Conventions.

77/200 words

With respect to the state education system, what action can be taken—either by a change of policy or
revenue allocation—at the state level to improve primary and secondary education? *
The Student Opportunity Act was important, but we have much more work to do. If the public school
is acting as the student's provider of food, provider of medical care, and/or provider of social work
access, that school (or some other social service agency) needs more resources to provide to those
students across weekends, holidays, vacations, and the summer.
Kids don't learn well when they're hungry, scared, or otherwise in need of basic resources or love.
Want to improve public education? Make sure kids' basic needs are being met so they are ready to
learn.
Expanding early-ed (e.g. for 0-4 year olds) is the next obvious, albeit didcult, step. How to do it? More
revenue is critical.

117/200 words

How can the state make public college education more affordable and support students, what
improvements to state public colleges are needed? *
I earned my undergraduate degrees at North Carolina State University. Today, the out-of-state tuition
at NC State (including books, fees, travel, etc) is about the same cost as in-state for UMass Amherst.
Why?
Purplish-red North Carolina puts more public tax dollars into higher ed than Massachusetts does.
Plain and simple.
We've got to put more money into UMass, state colleges, and community colleges in ways that bring
down the price tag.
71/200 words

How will you protect the rights of labor unions in Massachusetts, and what legal protections are needed
to protect the position of unions? *
The JANUS bill last session was important, though we're somewhat limited by the SCOTUS and
federal government. Nevertheless, improving our wage theft laws and passing one fair wage would
both help, and there are other laws that would help as well. In addition, I think it's important for the
Rep to talk the talk in the community -- to walk picket lines, to attend rallies, and to remind voters that
the labor movement is a tide that lifts all boats. It's why I always stand with labor in Brookline, and
always make sure my local electeds know what I'm up to and why, to help them learn to embrace
organized labor.

111/200 words

How do you incorporate the values of equal justice, equity, and equality into legislation you propose or
support? *
Every bill. Every bill has to both help the "typical" person in the group, but also make sure that it's
lifting the more marginalized even moreso. Sometimes, it can be explicit (Student Opportunity Act,
Green Jobs with Justice); other times it's more subtle. But the ethos and culture in the House is clear
over the past two sessions -- the legislation supports those who are marginalized, or it doesn't move.

70/200 words

Are you in favor of the legalization of sports gambling, and if so under what circumstances and with what
limitations? *
Yes. I have some concerns about addition, but I've never heard of a bookie who handed out phone
numbers for GA. We must be thoughtful about gambling on credit, and circumstances in which that
debt is dischargeable.

37/200 words

What legislative action can be taken to advance renewable energy development? In speci9c do you
support offshore wind development, clean nuclear or thermonuclear development, or larger electric
vehicle incentives? *
I spent ten years as an expert witness in the energy industry, working to force the retirement of coaland gas-Rred power plants and for the construction of new solar PV, wind, and energy edciency
installations across the country.
Yes to OSW. No to new nuclear (too expensive as compared to PV, wind, see Lazard's Levelized Cost
Of Energy). Yes to EV incentives (and to ICE disincentives), but combined with both better transit, bike,
and ped policy and with better housing and commercial development policy so the "need" for a car is
reduced.
I've had several amendments included in the 2050 Roadmap Bill and the Offshore Wind bill. My
legislative focus is on decarbonizing our buildings; with 2 million buildings we have so much work to

127/200 words

Our electoral system is critical to an open and free democracy. What do you think needs to be done to
strengthen our democracy; and of these, which electoral reforms do you support: ranked-choice voting,
partial public 9nancing (public matching funds), independent redistricting, or stricter lobbying
requirements? *
I support RCV and public matching funds like CT's system. The last two redistricting cycles have been
performed by the legislature and have received praise from the Boston Globe and groups like ACLU
and Common Cause. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance, but the fourth estate
and watchdog advocacy organizations have praised the results in MA. I'm not aware of proposals to
make lobbying requirements more strict; their Rnancial contributions are limited and there is
transparency on their revenue and their clients.
I also support same day registration, no-excuse mail-in voting, and the requirement that all ballots are
paper ballots.
102/200 words

How will you work with your fellow representatives in your geographic area to advance the needs of its
constituency? *
I have a very close relationship with Senator Creem as well as the Reps who each represent a small
piece of Brookline (currently Leader Moran, Chair Coppinger, Rep Elugardo; next session Chair Balser,
Chair Honan, and Chair Coppinger), as well as other colleagues who are nearby, including Rep Khan,
Leader Moran, Chair Ryan, Rep Tyler, Chair Lawn, and Rep Santiago.
Because I am the only representative who lives in Brookline, I keep a very close eye on local needs
and bring in colleagues when their added support would help move the needle. This was critical, for
example, when the court system proposed eliminating juvenile hearings from the Brookline
Courthouse. The rest of the delegation, upon hearing my plea for help, acted swiftly and we were able
to "encourage" the judicial branch to keep the juvenile court system available to Brookline's youth.
141/200 words

What qualities, quali9cations, and prior experience would you look for in selecting your o@ce staff, how
will you promote diversity through your hiring practices. *
I've been very lucky in hiring. Writing skills are critical; communication in general is as well. Followthrough is important. We can't get everything done, but we shouldn't make those choices by accident.
I try to Rnd applicants who have deep knowledge of the district, and speaking a language common to
the district (Spanish, Hebrew, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, or Korean) is a bonus.
I've solicited the help of local non-proRts like Steps to Success and the Brookline Teen Center to make
sure that my staff and intern positions are getting as many BIPOC and LGBTQIA+ candidates as
possible, as well as candidates from low-income families.

104/200 words
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Governor's Council
For candidates for the Governor's Council, if you have a directly relevant policy position or answer already produced in another
location (such as a campaign website or press release) you can refer us to that answer rather than producing a new one here. Please
reply to each question in no more than 200 words.

In what cases, if any, would you vote against a judicial candidate’s con9rmation, what factors would
guide you in the decision on the 9nal vote? *

0/200 words

In this position, how will you advocate for and encourage the governor to appoint more diverse nominees

with respect to prior work experience, race, region, or other factors? *

0/200 words

Please provide the rational you would use in deciding to grant a pardon or commutation on the
Governor’s Council? *

0/200 words

In what ways can the transparency and public accountability of the Council be improved? *

0/200 words
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County Officer (Including DA) or Municipal Office
What o@ce are you running for? No further o@ce-speci9c questions are listed, please submit this form
and the Vice President for Political Affairs will contact you for further information. *
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On behalf of the Young Democrats of Massachusetts, thank you profusely for taking the time to become involved with our
organization!
If you are running for statewide office, we will contact you shortly to schedule a 30-minute meeting with our
Political Committee to consider your candidacy. At present, future meeting times include March 27th, April
10th, and April 24th.
If you have any questions about our endorsement process, or if you had any difficulties with this process please contact vppolitical@ydma.org for assistance.
Please click submit below to submit your responses, responses can be edited after clicking submit only by
email request.
Kind regards and again thank you,
Jack Perenick
YDMA Vice President, Political Affairs
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